
   
 

 

IFOY Test Report (Feb 12, 2020): HYSTER J60XNL (J3.0XNL) 

Category: Counter Balanced Truck 

The Hyster J60XNL is designed around the integrated lithium ion battery pack. The shape of the truck is 

therefore no longer dependent on a large, rectangular lead-acid battery. Benefits of this are obvious. 

Moving the center of gravity lower and further back improved the stability of the truck. The J60XNL lies 

more firmly on the road, especially when cornering.  

 

In addition, there are of course the advantages of lithium-ion technology, such as faster charging and the 

possibility of opportunity charging of the maintenance free battery. Furthermore no specially adapted 

charging area is necessary for charging and changing batteries, while no harmful gases are released 

during the charging process. 

 

Designing the truck around the lithium-ion battery pack also offers advantages for the driver, who, for 

example, has more foot space. In spite of the available extra space, the step on and off has not increased 

in size. A missed opportunity, according to the IFOY testers. 

 

Lowering the floor plate and the position of the seat also results in as much as 88.9 mm extra headroom. 

Thanks to the gained space, Hyster was able to equip the truck with a full suspension seat for a more 

comfortable ride. 

 

The lithium-ion battery also can communicate with the truck, instructing it to adjust performance based on 

operating temperature. This allows the J60XN to operate in a wider range of temperatures than other 

lithium-ion powered trucks, claims Hyster. 

 

The overall truck weight was reduced by over 318 kilograms, compared to the equivalent lead-acid 

battery powered model. The weight reduction offers improved acceleration, manoeuvrability and reduced 

energy consumption. To maximise battery power, Hyster recommends turning off the lithium-ion battery 

when the truck is not in use. An additional on/off button is provided on the side of the truck for this 

purpose. 

 

Different settings can be selected depending, among other things, on the operating conditions. First of all, 

regenerative braking can be adjusted. By default this is set to 60 percent. However, the IFOY test team 

achieves the best results with a setting of 80 percent. The truck then stops faster and changing driving 

direction costs less energy. For each mode four individual settings are available. 

 

The default mode of the truck is ECO, which is sufficient for the vast majority of applications. Especially 

when driving in mode 4. Authorized users can also switch to High Performance. On the test truck, only the 

acceleration is changed. During the IFOY test the extremely rigid and solid mast stands out. Optimum 

upward visibility is somewhat obstructed by the protective roof, especially for the taller drivers. 

 

IFOY test verdict: 

 

The Hyster with integrated lithium-ion battery has a noticeably low centre of gravity and provides the 

driver with extra working space. The fact that Hyster has not taken advantage of the new technology to 

improve the getting on and off is seen by the test team as a missed opportunity. Performance in terms of 

both productivity and energy consumption is above average. The maintenance-free lithium-ion technology 

offers extra ease of use and the possibility to do intermediate charges without any problems. 


